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s0005 Introduction

p0005 Inverse problems are generally positioned as
the problems of determination of a system (its
structure, parameters, etc.) from its ‘‘input ! output’’
correspondence.

p0010 The boundary-value inverse problems deal with
systems which describe processes (wave, heat, electro-
magnetic ones, etc.) occurring in media occupying a
spatial domain. The process is initiated by a boundary
source (input) and is described by a solution of a certain
partial differential equation in the domain. Certain
additional information about the solution, which can be
extracted from measurements on the boundary, plays
the role of the output. The objective is to determine the
parameters of the medium – in particular, the coeffi-
cients in the equation – from this information.

p0015 The boundary control (BC) method (Belishev
1986) is an approach to the boundary-value inverse
problems based on their links with the control
theory and system theory. The present article is a
version of the BC method which solves the problem
of reconstruction of a Riemannian manifold from its
boundary spectral or dynamical data.

s0010 Forward Problems

s0015 Manifold

p0020 Let (
, d) be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold
with the boundary �, dim 
 � 2; d is the distance
determined by the metric tensor g. For A 
 
 denote

hAir :¼ fx 2 
 j dðx;AÞ � rg; r � 0

the hypersurfaces �T := {x 2 
 j d(x, �) = T}, T > 0
are equidistant to �. In terms of the dynamics of
the system, the value

T� :¼ minfT > 0 j h�iT ¼ 
g ¼ max



dð� ; �Þ

means the time needed for waves, moving from �
with the unit speed, to fill 
.

p0025A point x 2 
 is said to belong to the set c0 
 
 if
x is connected with � via more than one shortest
geodesic. The set c := c0 is called the separation set
(cut locus) of 
 with respect to �. It is a closed set of
zero volume. Let ��(�) be the length of the geodesic
emanating from � 2 � orthogonally to � and
connecting � with c. The function ��(�) is continuous
on �.

p0030For x 2 
 n c the pair (�, �), such that
� = d(x, �) = d(x, �), constitutes the semigeodesic
coordinates of x. The set of these coordinates

� :¼ fð�; �Þ j � 2 �; 0 � � < ��ð�Þg 
 �� ½0;T��

is called the pattern of 
. Pictorially, to get the
pattern, one needs to slit 
 along c and then pull it
on the cylinder �� [0, T�]. The part �T := � \ (��
[0, T]) of the pattern consists of the semigeodesic
coordinates of the points x 2 h�iTnc (Figure 1).

s0020Dynamical System

p0035Propagation of waves in the manifold is described by
a dynamical system �T of the form

utt ��gu ¼ h in 
� ð0;TÞ ½1�

u jt¼0¼ ut jt¼0¼ 0 in 
 ½2�

u ¼ f on �� ½0;T� ½3�

where �g is the Beltrami–Laplace operator, 0<T�1,
f and h are the boundary and volume sources
(controls), u=uf ,h(x,t) is the solution (wave).

p0040Set H := L2(
); the spaces of the controls are

FT :¼ L2ð�� ½0;T�Þ; GT :¼ L2ð½0;T�;HÞ
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f0005Figure 1 Manifold and pattern. (Data from
bib0015

Belishev (1997).)
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The ‘‘input 7! state’’ map of the system �T is
realized by the control operator WT :

FT � GT ! H; WTff ;hg :¼ uf ;hð� ;TÞ

and its parts

WT
bd : FT ! H; WT

vol : GT ! H
WT

bd f :¼ uf ;0ð� ;TÞ;WT
volh :¼ u0;hð� ;TÞ

p0045 In the case f = 0 the evolution of the system is
governed by the operator L :=��g defined on the
Sobolev class H2(
) \H1

0(
) of functions vanishing
on �, and the semigroup representation

u0;hð�; rÞ ¼Wr
volh

¼
Z r

0

L�1=2 sin ðr� tÞL1=2
h i

hð�; tÞdt ½4�

holds for all r � 0.
p0050 The ‘‘input 7! output’’ map is implemented by the

response operator RT :FT ! FT ,

RTf :¼ @�uf ;0 on �� ½0;T�

defined on controls f 2 H1(�� [0, T]) vanishing on
�� {t = 0}; here �= �(�) is the outward normal to �.
The normal derivative @�u

f ,0 describes the forces
appearing on � as a result of interaction of the wave
with the boundary.

p0055 The map CT : FT ! FT , CT := (WT
bd)�WT

bd, which
is called the connecting operator, can be represented
via the response operator of the system �2T :

CT ¼ 1
2ðS

TÞ�R2TJ2TST ½5�

ST :FT ! F 2T being the extension of controls from
�� [0, T] onto �� [0, 2T] as odd functions of t
with respect to t = T, and J2T :F 2T ! F 2T being the
integration

ð J2Tf Þð�; tÞ ¼
Z t

0

f ð�; sÞds

s0025 Controllability

p0060 Open subsets � 
 � and ! 
 
 determine the
subspaces

FT
� :¼ ff 2 FT j supp f 
 �� ½0;T�g
GT
! :¼ fh 2 GT j supp h 
 !� ½0;T�g

of controls acting from � and !, respectively. In view
of hyperbolicity of the problem [1]–[3], the relation

supp uf ;hð�; tÞ 
 h�it [ h!it; t � 0 ½6�

holds for f 2 FT
� and h 2 GT

! . This means that the
waves propagate in 
 with the speed �1.

p0065The sets of waves

UT
� :¼WT

bdFT
� ; UT

! :¼WT
volGT

!

are said to be reachable at time t = T from � and !,
respectively. Denoting

HA :¼ fy 2 H j supp y 
 Ag

by virtue of [6] one has the embeddings UT
� 
 Hh�i

T

and UT
! 
 Hh!i

T . The property of the system �T

that plays the key role in inverse problems is that
these embeddings are dense:

clUT
� ¼ Hh�i

T ; clUT
! ¼ Hh!i

T ½7�

for any T > 0 (cl denotes the closure in H).
p0070In control theory, relations [7] are interpreted as

an approximate controllability of the system in
subdomains filled with waves; the name ‘‘BC
method’’ is derived from the first one (boundary
controllability). This property means that the sets
of waves are rich enough: any function supported
in the subdomain h�iT reachable for waves excited
on � can be approximated with any precision in
H-norm by the wave uf ,0( � , T) due to appropriate
choice of the control f acting from �. The proof of
[7] relies on the fundamental Holmgren–John–Tataru
unique continuation theorem for the wave equation
(Tataru 1993).

s0030Laplacian on Waves

p0075If h = 0, so that the system is governed only by
boundary controls, its trajectory {uf ,0( � , t)j0� t � T}
does not leave the reachable set UT

� . In this case, the
system possesses one more intrinsic operator LT

which acts in the subspace clUT
� and is introduced

through its graph

grLT :¼ cl

�
fWT

bdf ;�WT
bdfttgj f 2 C10 ð�� ð0;TÞÞ

�
½8�

(closure in H�H). By virtue of the relation
LTWT

bdf =��gW
T
bdf following from the wave

equation [1] and [6], the operator LT is interpreted
as Laplacian on waves filling the subdomain h�iT .

p0080In the case T > T�, one has h�iT = 
, clUT
� =H,

and LT is a densely defined operator in H, satisfying
LT 
 L. Using [7], one proves the equality LT = L.
This equality and representation [4] imply that

Wr
volh¼

Z r

0

ðLTÞ�1=2 sin ðr�tÞðLTÞ1=2
h i

hð�;tÞdt ½9�

for all r�0 and any fixed T>T�.
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s0035 Spectral Problem

p0085 The Dirichlet homogeneous boundary-value pro-
blem is to find nontrivial solutions of the system

��g’ ¼ �’ in 
 ½10�

’ ¼ 0 on � ½11�

This problem is equivalent to the spectral analysis
of the operator L; it has the discrete spectrum
{�k}1k=1,0<�1 <�2� �� � , �k!1; the eigenfunctions
{’k}1k=1,L’k =�k’k, form an orthonormal basis
in H.

p0090 Expanding the solutions of the problem (1)–(3)
over the eigenfunctions of the problem [10], [11]
one derives the spectral representation of waves:

uf ;0ð�;TÞ ¼WT
bdf ¼

X1
k¼1

ð f ; sT
k ÞFT’kð � Þ ½12�

where

sT
k ð�; tÞ :¼ ��1=2

k sin ðT � tÞ�1=2
k

h i
@�’kð�Þ

Thus, for a given control f, the Fourier coefficients
of the wave uf ,0 are determined by the spectrum
{�k}1k = 1 and the derivatives {@�’k}1k = 1.

s0040 Inverse problems

s0045 General Setup

p0095 The set of pairs � := {�k; @�’k}1k = 1 associated with
the problem [10], [11] is said to be the Dirichlet
spectral data of the manifold (
, d). The spectral
(frequency domain) inverse problem is to recover the
manifold from its spectral data.

p0100 Since the speed of wave propagation is unity, the
response operator RT contains the information not
about the entire manifold but only about its part
h�iT=2. This fact is taken into account in the
dynamical (time domain) inverse problem which
aims to recover the manifold from the operator R2T

given for a fixed T > T�.
p0105 If the manifolds (
0, d0) and (
00, d00) are isometric

via an isometry i : 
0 ! 
00, then, identifying the
boundaries by i(�) � �, one gets two manifolds with
the common boundary � = @
0= @
00 which possess
identical inverse data: �0= �00, R02T = R002T . Such
manifolds are called equivalent: they are indistin-
guishable for the external observer extracting � or
R2T from the boundary measurements. Therefore,
these data do not determine the manifold uniquely
and both of the inverse problems need to be
clarified. The precise formulation is given in the
form of two questions:

1. Does the coincidence of the inverse data imply
the equivalence of the manifolds?

2. Given the inverse data of an unknown manifold,
how to construct a manifold possessing these
data?

The BC method gives an affirmative answer to the
first question and provides a procedure producing a
representative of the class of equivalent manifolds
from its inverse data. The method is based on the
concepts of model and ‘‘coordinatization.’’

s0050Model

p0110A pair consisting of an auxiliary Hilbert space ~H
and an operator W̃

T

bd:FT ! ~H is said to be a model
of the system �T , if W̃

T

bd is determined by inverse
data, and the map U : W T

bdf 7! W̃
T

bdf is an isometry
from Ran WT

bd 
 H onto Ran W̃
T

bd 
 ~H. The model is
an intermediate object in solving inverse problems. It
plays the role of an auxiliary copy of the original
dynamical system which an external observer can build
from measurements on the boundary. While the
genuine wave process inside 
, initiated by a boundary
control, remains unaccessible for direct measurements,
its ~H-representation can be visualized by means of the
model control operator W̃

T

bd. This is illustrated by the
diagram on Figure 2, where the upper part is invisible
for an external observer, whereas the lower part can be
extracted from inverse data.

p0115Each type of data determines a corresponding
model. The spectral model is the pair

~H :¼ l2; ~WT
bd :¼ fð�; sT

k ÞFTg1k¼1 ½13�

(see [12]); the role of isometry U is played by the
Fourier transform F : H ! ~H, Fy := {(y,’)H}1k = 1. By
virtue of [4], the data � also determine the operator
W̃

r
vol: L2([0, r]; ~H)! ~H,

W̃
r
vol ¼

Z r

0

~L�1=2 sin ðr� tÞð~LÞ1=2
h i

ð�ÞðtÞ dt;

r � 0 ½14�

H

F
T

W 

T
bd

W 

T
bd

U

~

H
~

f0010Figure 2 Model of a system. (Data from
bib0015

Belishev (1997).)
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where L̃ := ULU�= diag{�k}1k = 1. Thus, the spectral
model allows one to see the Fourier images of
invisible waves.

p0120 According to [5], the response operator R2T

determines the modulus of the control operator

jWT
bdj ¼ ½ðWT

bdÞ
�WT

bd�
1=2 ¼ ðCTÞ1=2

which enters in the polar decomposition
WT

bd = �jWT
bdj. Along with it, the response operator

determines the dynamical model

~H :¼ cl RanðCTÞ1=2; ~WT
bd :¼ ðCTÞ1=2 ½15�

The correspondence ‘‘system ! model’’ is realized
by the isometry U = �� : WT

bdf 7! jWT
bdjf . The opera-

tor L̃
T

:= ULTU� dual to the Laplacian on waves, is
determined by its graph

gr ~LT

:¼ cl

�
f ~WT

bd f ;� ~WT
bd fttgj f 2 C10 ð�� ð0;TÞÞ

�
½16�

(see [8]) and, therefore, L̃
T

is also determined
by R2T . In the case T > T�, the operator
W̃

r

vol:L2([0, r]; ~H)! ~H dual to W̃
r

vol, is represented
in the form

~Wr
vol ¼

Z r

0

ð~LTÞ�1=2 sin ðr� tÞð~LTÞ1=2
h i

ð�ÞðtÞ dt;

r � 0 ½17�

in accordance with [9]. Thus, the dynamical model
visualizes the ��-images of the waves propagating
inside 
.

s0055 Wave Coordinatization

p0125 In a general sense, a coordinatization is a corre-
spondence between points x of the studied set A and
elements x̃ of another set ~A such that: (i) the
elements of ~A are accessible and distinguishable; (ii)
the map x 7! x̃ is a bijection; and (iii) relations
between elements of ~A determine those between
points of A which are studied (H Weyl). Coordina-
tization enables one to study A via operations with
coordinates x̃ 2 ~A.

p0130 The external observer investigating the mani-
fold probes 
 with waves initiated by sources on
�. The relevant coordinatization of 
 described
below uses such waves and is implemented in
three steps.

p0135 Step 1 (subdomains) Let x(�, �) be the end point of
the geodesic of the length � > 0 emanating from � 2 �
in the direction ��(�), and let �"� 
 � be a small
neighborhood shrinking to � as "! 0. If � � ��(�),
then the family of subdomains

!"ð�; �Þ :¼ ½h�i� nh�i��"� \ h�"�i
�

(shaded domain on Figure 3) shrinks to x(�, �); if
� > ��(�), then the family terminates: !"(�, �) = ; as
" < "0(�) (the case �= �0 in Figure 3). Such behavior
of subdomains implies that

lim
"!0

½h�i� nh�i��"� \ h�"�i
�

D Er

¼
hxð�; �Þir; � � ��ð�Þ
;; � > ��ð�Þ

�
½18�

Step 2 (wave subspaces) Pass from the subdomains
to the corresponding subspaces Hh�i� ,Hh�"�i

� ,
Hh!"(�, �)ir, and represent them via reachable sets
by [7]:

Hh�i� ¼ cl W�
bdF � ; Hh�"�i

� ¼ cl W�
bdF �

�"�

Hh!"ð�; �Þir ¼ cl Wr
volL2 ½0; r�;H!"ð�; �Þð Þ

¼ cl Wr
volL2

�
½0; r�; ½Hh�i�

�Hh�i��"� \ Hh�"�i
�


¼ cl Wr
volL2

�
½0; r�; ½cl W�

bdF �

� cl W��"
bd F ��"� \ cl W�

bdF �
�"�



Define

Wr
ð�;�Þ :¼ lim

"!0
cl Wr

volL2

�
½0; r�; ½cl W�

bdF �

� cl W��"
bd F ��"� \ cl W�

bdF �
�"�


½19�

Wr
(�,0) :=Wr

(�,þ0), r � 0 (the limits in the sense of the
strong operator convergence of the projections in H
on the corresponding subspaces). By the definitions,
one has Wr

(�,�) = lim"!0Hh!"(�,�)ir, whereas [18]
leads to the equality

Wr
ð�;�Þ ¼

Hhxð�; �Þir; � � ��ð�Þ
f0g; � > ��ð�Þ

�
½20�

γ′

Γ
γ

x (γ, τ)

c
Γτ

Γτ − ε

σγε

x (γ′, τ)

f0015Figure 3 The subdomains.
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for all � 2 �, � � 0, r � 0. As a result, since any x 2 

can be represented as x = x(�, �), one attaches to every
point of the manifold a family of expanding subspaces
{Wr

(�,�)jr � 0} built out of waves. As is seen from [20],

the family is determined by the point x (not dependent
on the representation x = x(�,�)); the subspaces which
it consists of coincide with Hhxir.

p0140 Expressing the distance as

dðx0; x00Þ ¼ 2 inf fr > 0 j Hhx0ir \ Hhx00ir 6¼ f0gg

in accordance with [20], one can represent

dðx0; x00Þ
¼ 2 inf fr > 0 jWr

ð�0;� 0Þ \ Wr
ð�00;� 00Þ 6¼ f0gg ½21�

where x0= x(�0, � 0), x00= x(�00, � 00), and hence find
the distance via the above families.

Step 3 (wave copy) By varying � 2 �, � � 0,
gather all nonzero families {Wr

(�,�)jr � 0} =: x̃ in the
set 
̃ = {x̃}. Redenoting Wr

x̃ :=Wr
(�,�) 2 x̃, endow the

set with the distance

~dð~x0; ~x00Þ :¼ 2 inf fr > 0 jWr
~x0 \ W

r
~x00 6¼ f0gg ½22�

In view of [21], one has d(x0, x00) = d̃(x̃0, x̃00), so
that the metric space (
̃, d̃) is an isometric copy
of (
, d) by construction. Thus, the correspondence
x 7! x̃ (‘‘point 7! family’’) is an isometry and
satisfies the general principles (i)–(iii) of
coordinatization.

p0145 The manifold (
̃, d̃) is the end product of the
wave coordinatization. It represents the original
manifold as a collection of infinitesimally small
sources interacting with each other via the waves
which they produce.

s0060 Solving Inverse Problems

p0150 The motivation for the above coordinatization is
that the wave copy can be reproduced via any
model. Namely, the external observer with the
knowledge of � or R2T(T > T�) can recover (
̃, d̃)
up to isometry by the following procedure:

1. Construct the model corresponding to the given
inverse data and determine the operators W̃

�

bd,
0� � �T by [13], [15]; then determine
L̃, L̃

T
, and W̃

r

vol by [14] or [16], [17].
2. Replace on the right-hand side of [19] all

operators W without tildes by the ones with
tildes, and get the subspaces ~Wr

(�,�) = UWr
(�,�),

� 2 �, � � 0, r � 0.
3. Gather all nonzero families { ~Wr

(�,�)jr � 0} = : x̂ in
the set 
̂ = {x̂} and redenote the subspaces as
~Wr

x̂ := ~Wr

(�,�) 2 x̂; endow the set with the metric
d̂(x̂0, x̂00):= inf{r > 0 j ~Wr

x̂0 \ ~Wr

x̂00 6¼ {0}} (see [22]),
and get a sample (
̂, d̂) of the wave copy (
̃, d̃).

p0155This sample is isometric to the original (
, d) by
construction. Identifying properly the boundaries @
̂
and �, one turns (
̂, d̂) into a canonical representa-
tive of the class of equivalent manifolds possessing
the given inverse data.

p0160If the response operator R2T is given for a fixed
T < T�, the above procedure produces the wave
copy of the submanifold (h�iT , d). This locality in
time is an intrinsic feature and advantage of the BC
method: longer time of observation on � increases
the depth of penetration into 
.

s0065Amplitude Formula

p0165Another variant of the BC method is based on
geometrical optics formulas describing the propaga-
tion of singularities of the waves.

p0170Let y 2 H, and let 	 be the density of the volume
in semigeodesic coordinates: dx = 	 d� d� ; the
function

~yð�; �Þ :¼ 	1=2ð�; �Þ yðxð�; �ÞÞ; ð�; �Þ 2 �
0; otherwise

�

defined on �� [0, T�] is called the image of y. The
amplitude formula represents the images of waves
initiated by boundary controls in the form

guf ;0ð�;TÞð�; �Þ ¼ lim
t!T���0

½ðWT
bdÞ
�ðI � P� ÞWT

bdf �ð�; tÞ

0 < � < T

where I is the identity operator and P� is the
projection in H onto clWT

bdF
T . The formula is

derived by the ray method going back to
J Hadamard, the derivation uses the controllability
[7].

p0175Any model determines the right-hand side of the
last relation by the isometry: (WT

bd)�(I � P� )
WT

bd = (W̃
T

bd)�(Ĩ� P̃
�
)W̃

T

bd, where W̃
T

bd = UWT
bd, Ĩ is

the identity operator, and P̃
�

= UP�U� is the projec-
tion in ~H onto cl W̃

T

bdFT . This leads to the
representation

guf ;0ð�;TÞð�; �Þ ¼ lim
t!T���0

½ð ~WT
bdÞ
�ð~I � ~P

� Þ ~WT
bdf �ð�; tÞ

0 < � < T ½23�

and makes the amplitude formula a useful tool for
solving the inverse problems. The external observer
can construct a model via inverse data and then
visualize by [23] the wave images on the part �T of
the pattern (see Figure 1). The collection of imagesguf ,0 corresponding to all possible controls f is rich
enough for recovering the tensor g on �T (i.e., the
metric tensor in semigeodesic coordinates) and
turning the pattern into an isometric copy of the
submanifold (h�iT , d). This variant of the method is
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more appropriate if one needs to recover unknown
coefficients of the wave equation in 
 – it can be
realized in terms of numerical algorithms.

s0070 Extensions of the Method

p0180 Electromagnetic waves are also well suited for
coordinatization and for constructing the wave
copy (
̃, d̃). An appropriate version of the amplitude
formula also exists for the system governed by the
Maxwell equations (see Further Reading). At pre-
sent (2004), the applicability of the BC method to
three-dimensional inverse problems of elasticity
theory is still an open question. The following
hypothesis concerns the Lamé system: the wave
coordinatization procedure (steps 1–3) using the
elastic waves instead of the above uf ,0, gives rise to
the copy of 
 
 R3 endowed with the metric
jdxj2=c2

p where cp =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(�þ 2�)=�

p
is the speed of the

pressure waves.
p0185 The concept of model is used for solving

inverse problems for the heat and Schrödinger
equations (Avdonin and Belishev, 1995–2004), as
well as for the problem of boundary data
continuation (Belishev

bib0020

2001, Kurylev and Lassas
2002). A variant of the BC method allows one to
recover not only the manifold but also the
Schrödinger type operators on it and/or the
dissipative term in the scalar wave equation
(Kurylev and Lassas 1993–2003).

p0190 An appropriate version of the amplitude formula
solves the inverse problem for one-dimensional two-
velocity dynamical system which describes the waves
consisting of two modes propagating with different
speeds and interacting with each other (Belishev,
Blagoveschenskii, Ivanov, 1997–2000).

p0195 One more variant of coordinatization going back
to the first paper on the BC method, associates with
points x 2 
 the Dirac measures 
x; then, their
images 
̃x are identified via suitable models. This
variant solves inverse problems on graphs and the
two-dimensional elliptic Calderon problem. The
reader is referred to articles by the present author
listed in Further Reading.

p0200 Within the scope of the method, one derives some
natural analogs of the classical Gelfand–Levitan–
Krein–Marchenko equations (Belishev, 1987–

bib0020

2001).
Also, an appropriate analog solves the kinematic
inverse problem for a class of two-dimensional
manifolds (Pestov 2004).

p0205There exists an abstract version of the
approach, embedding the BC method into the
framework of linear system theory (

bib0020

Belishev
2001). The method is also related to the problem
of triangular factorization of operators (Belishev
and Pushnitski 1996).

p0210Numerical algorithms for solving two-dimensional
spectral and dynamical inverse problems for the wave
equation �utt ��u = 0 which recover the variable
density � have been developed and tested (Filippov,
Gotlib, Ivanov, 1994–1999).
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